
AP World History: Modern 2021-2022
Mr. Vestal

About the Course
The AP World History: Modern course should provide students with a learning experience equivalent to
that of an introductory college course in world history. The purpose of this course should be to understand
the evolution of global processes and contacts, in interaction with different types of human societies. This
course will highlight the nature of changes and continuities over time and their causes and consequences,
as well as comparisons among major societies. Students will develop analytic skills through exposure to
historical documents, visual and statistical evidence, and conflicting interpretations. There are no specific
curricular prerequisites for students taking AP World History: Modern.

Textbooks
AMSCO Advanced Placement World History: Modern, 2020 edition or later. Perfection Learning. Order
your copy ASAP at https://tinyurl.com/MODWHAPAMSCO
Adas, Michael, Marc J. Gilbert, Peter Stearns, and Stuart B. Schwartz. World Civilizations: The Global
Experience. Seventh Edition. Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall, 2017. Students can access the
online version using the Saavas button on their dashboard.

Historical
Periods*

Skills** Themes

Pd 1: 1200 CE to
1450 CE

Pd 2: 1450 CE to
1750 CE

Pd 3: 1750 CE to
1900 CE

Pd 4: 1900 CE to
Present

● Identify and explain historical
developments and processes

● Analyze sourcing and situations of
primary and secondary sources

● Analyze arguments in primary and
secondary sources

● Contextualize historical events,
developments, and processes

● Use historical reasoning processes
(comparison, causation, and CCOT) to
analyze patterns and connections
between and among historical processes
and developments

● Develop and support an original
argument.

SPICE-T
● Social Interaction

and organization
● Politics and

Governance
● Interaction of

Humans and the
Environment

● Cultural
developments and
interactions

● Economic
Systems

● Technology and
Innovation

*Some time will be spent on historical eras prior to 1200 CE in an effort to show patterns, continuities, and changes.
**“Soft” or “Implied” skills will be included in this course in an effort to increase student efficacy around
textbook/non-fiction reading, fiction reading, note-taking, writing, time management, stress management,
perseverance, and grit.

The AP Exam
Throughout the school year students will be prepared to take the optional AP World History: Modern
exam which will be proctored on campus on Monday, May 12, 2022 at 8 am.  This three hour exam is a
combination of multiple-choice questions and short and long essays. Starting this year, students will
commit to the exam no later than October 1st in an effort to increase student buy-in and participation
throughout the year. More detailed information will follow shortly. General exam information can be found
at https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/courses/ap-world-history/exam?course=ap-world-history-modern

https://tinyurl.com/MODWHAPAMSCO
https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/courses/ap-world-history/exam?course=ap-world-history-modern


Class AP Exam Review websites: www.worldhistorynerds.weebly.com and https://fiveable.me/ap-world

Class Policies
Grades: Grades in an AP course are weighted  and broken down as 30% daily/quizzes and 70%
summative assessments. Grades will consist of a combination of the following (but not limited to) reading
checks, geography quizzes, essential terms quizzes, multiple-choice assessments, written essays,
projects, Socratic seminars, and classroom activities. The brunt of the work in this class requires students
to keep up with AMSCO and fictional reading assignments.  It is imperative that students manage their
time wisely with their reading. Please see the calendar as a guide to setting the pace of the reading.

If you fail an exam, you will be required to come in for one session of morning or afternoon tutoring.

Redo and Resubmission Policy: Students will have the opportunity to regain points on summative
assessments (essays and unit exams) by completing test corrections on multiple choice sections and/or
rewriting essays to recoup points for a maximum of 70. Quiz redos are available for a maximum of 90.
All corrections and resubmissions are due one week after return of assessment. Side note: there will be
no corrections or redos for reading checks. Instead, reading checks will be chunked into smaller, more
manageable pieces for daily grades.

Late Work Policy: For both daily and project grades, late work will be accepted with point deductions.
● Midnight of due date: full credit
● 1 calendar day late - highest grade is 85%
● 2 calendar days late - highest grade is 70%
● 3 calendar days or more late - highest grade is 50%

Communication: All class information, including calendars, homework assignments, and lessons, can be
found online on Canvas.

Cell Phone Policy
1. You will dock your phone every day when you enter class. You are welcome to charge it.
2. I will take roll from the cell phone caddy
3. There have been numerous studies that show a significant decrease in student learning when
they have cell phones.

Teacher’s Contact Information:
Email: brandon.vestal@rockwallisd.org
Remind invite code: @d98g6f

Materials needed for this class:
A. Books!
1. AMSCO: https://tinyurl.com/MODWHAPAMSCO
2. Historical Fiction Books: These can be any edition, any cover; digital, paperback, or

hardback.

1st 9 weeks 2nd 9 weeks 3rd 9 weeks 4th 9 weeks

Crusade by Elizabeth
Laird

The Twentieth Wife by
Indu Sundaresan

Things Fall Apart by
Chinua Achebe

The Good Earth by
Pearl Buck

http://www.worldhistorynerds.weebly.com
https://fiveable.me/ap-world
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Qi7JW_eGz9_P37Fc8MhCxSpcB4G-dH33B8u9JAcrxR0/edit
https://tinyurl.com/MODWHAPAMSCO


More information HERE
3. 2-inch binder
4. Black pens
5. Notebook paper
6. Dividers (Ten Dividers: Lecture Notes, Reading notes, Discussions, Seminars, Maps,

Writing, Essential Terms, Historical fiction, Activities, Miscellaneous)

Research-based approach:
AVID and WICOR college readiness strategies: WICOR stands for Writing, Inquiry, Collaboration,
Organization, and Reading, and is a collection of teaching and learning strategies to guide students in
comprehending concepts and articulating ideas at increasingly complex levels.
Experiential learning strategies: We seek to integrate experiences into the curriculum throughout the
year in order to promote: 1) a deeper understanding of subject matter than is possible through classroom
study alone; 2) the capacity for critical thinking and application of knowledge in complex or ambiguous
situations; 3) the ability to engage in lifelong learning, including learning in the global workplace and
beyond. --Association of America’s Colleges and Universities

Controversial Topics
A. In this class we will examine topics that could be deemed controversial. You don’t have to agree
with them; you just have to understand them.
B. There are a significant amount of topics that we will engage in this course. Examples of these
include but are not limited to: ethnicity/race, colonialism/imperialism, types of economic systems (ie
capitalism, communism, socialism) political systems and religious beliefs.
C. Standards are determined by the College Board and a concerted effort will be made to present topics
without giving deference to one particular side.
D. It is recommended that you:
1. Be open and curious about the viewpoints of others in a respectful way
2. Be willing to examine your own beliefs in the context of others’ that may be different
3. Confident in expressing your own views, while listening to and being sensitive to the views of
others
4. Consideration of alternate philosophies about culture and society that show open-mindedness

https://www.thinglink.com/card/1347629979180990465

